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New Jet Appearance Package Brings Sleeker, Black Accents to
the Lincoln Aviator
• Lincoln debuts new Jet Appearance Package for the 2022 Lincoln Aviator SUV, building on the successful
Monochromatic Reserve Package
• Jet Package brings sleeker features and high-gloss black accents, such as a blacked-out Lincoln grille, blackpainted 22-inch wheels and lower fascia
• New Jet Package, available in four colors, offers clients another way to personalize their Aviator
DEARBORN, Mich., Dec. 01, 2021 – Lincoln debuts a new Jet Appearance Package for the 2022 Lincoln Aviator,
bringing striking elegance to the forefront with high-gloss black accents and sleek new features.
Lincoln designers tuned in to what clients said they wanted in creating the new Jet Package, which builds on the success
of the Monochromatic Reserve Package, replacing chrome accents with high-gloss black design elements.
Featuring black-painted 22-inch wheels, a blacked-out Lincoln grille, black skull caps, roof rails and lower fascia, as
well as body-colored lower cladding and wheel lip moldings, Aviator Jet Package offers clients a new way to personalize
their vehicle with an on-trend design theme.
“Jet Package offers a clean, dramatic look that accentuates the presence of Aviator on the road,” said Earl Lucas, Lincoln
exterior chief designer. “The black accents emphasize the strong lines and sleek look of the exterior design.”
The new Lincoln Jet package will come on four color options including Pristine White, Infinite Black, Silver Radiance
and Burgundy Velvet, and will be available early next year on the Aviator Reserve series.

About The Lincoln Motor Company
The Lincoln Motor Company is the luxury automotive brand of Ford Motor Company, committed to creating
compelling vehicles with an exceptional ownership experience to match. For more information about The Lincoln
Motor Company, please visit media.lincoln.com or www.lincoln.com. Follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/
lincoln.

